Surprisingly different!

» THE NEW TREND ST
Surprisingly different!

That is the way of the modern wanderlust: straight lines,
quite style of design combined with bright colours!
The new TREND ST is excellently equipped and available for
a very attractive price – these facts will make the decision
easier for you and make it possible to enter into this special
motorhome adventure.

F ascinating and deep: the turquoise soft furnishing FJORD. The large Panorama skylight puts
the scenery into positive light.

Convincing and not really surprising for Dethleffs – the
effective functionality of the Trend ST. More than 80 years’
experience in production of leisure vehicle pays off.
Steps in the interior? No chance! A large and high wardrobe
with a linen shelf? Is on board! A separated shower cubicle?
No, why make the vehicle longer? With the Dethleffs innovation, the so called Vario bathroom you will enjoy taking
the shower. The spacious sanitary room with a wash bowl,
swivel cassette toilet and plenty of storage room can be
easily converted to a shower cubicle. Consequently, you
will benefit from both.

Want to have more variability? Read on and let’s surprise you!
The TREND ST comes with many other practical details!

S oft furnishing LIA: Scandinavian living flair with a clear and straight design! The floor cover comes with that special Vintage look.

» TREND ST

Surprisingly comfortable
Very useful comfort you will find in every corner of the
TREND ST.
Just have a look into the sleeping room: the extremely comfortable single beds with high-quality cold foam mattresses
and wooden bed frames offer you a perfect sleeping comfort with much elbow room. And for more closeness you
can easily convert the single beds to a large double bed
(210 x 210 cm).

S leeping comfort à la Dethleffs: with high-quality cold foam mattresses and ergonomic wooden bed
frames. The single beds can be converted to a large double bed (210 x 210 cm).

The size of storage room is also important. In addition to the
overhead lockers there is a high wardrobe for hanging the
dresses and jackets. An additional linen shelf is also there.
Next to the wardrobe you will find the kitchen. It also offers
much storage space in the overhead lockers and practical
pull-out drawers. Warm water supply, 3-burner hob and a
large 113 l fridge with 14 l freezer compartment are selfevidently on-board.
Tip:
Thanks to a special surface coating the bright furniture of
the TREND ST is very easy to clean! You can remove even
pencil marks and rubber abrasion with a usual cleaning
eraser.

E verything included: fully-equipped kitchen centre with 3-burner hob cooker (with electrical
ignition), sink, large working surface and handy drawers.

» TREND ST

Surprisingly affordable

“Added Value included” is the slogan of the
new TREND ST! In spite of an attractive promotion
price you will benefit from the overall equipment
which almost leaves no wish unfulfilled.
Consequently, you will start your tour with the
powerful 130 BHP MultiJet engine.

Electrical and heated mirrors, automated air
conditioning, cruise control driver and passenger
airbags, radio pre-wiring with Sound package
and much more are standard!
The new TREND ST – surprises are included!

Panorama skylights for more air and light

C ab blinds protect against coldness, heat and
prying eyes

H andy: electrical entrance step and flyscreen for
living door

E ye-catcher: LED day-time-running lights and
black high-gloss radiator grill

M uch space: high wardrobe with linen shelf

R ight climate: automated cab air conditioning

T hanks to Dethleffs drop chassis extension
especially high: rear garage to be loaded from
both sides

C hic and weight-saving: alloy wheels in
Dethleffs look
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Subject to change, errors excepted
Please note that the pictures of this brochure also show alternative designs or
optional fittings at extra costs. The standard specification can be found in the
separated technical specification sheet. Colours will differ.
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See the complete Dethleffs motorhome range!
Many thanks for your interest in our motorhomes. Many other Dethleffs models you
will find in the main motorhome brochure and the Premium motorhome brochure.
Additional information can be send upon request. We kindly ask you to contact us
via the phone or to order the brochures via internet.

